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KWIARY

Various designs of mirror mounts are discussedl in relation to their

perfonnance, construction, choice of materials, etc., together with the

principles of kinematic design. Examples are given Of systems incorporating:

ma~ny of the optimum-design features described which have a precision of

several seconds of arc and which are suitablo for general optical an~d laser

work.
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INTRODUCTION

Current work on solid state and gas lasers rcquires the use of precision

mirror mounts for the adjustment and alignment of various optical ooaponants.

ilthough many of the design principles described here are not new (e.g. Ref.1

- 1379), they are not widely known or practised and the purpose of this report

is to discuss suitable designs of mirror mounts capable of adjusting to several

seconds of arc with economy of materials and workshop effort.

High sensitivity of a system, in terms of angular change per adjustment

increment, is not difficult to achieve. but precision, in terms of repro-

ducibility to soveral seconds of arc, requires more careful design. If less

precision is required, or if the mount setting is always checked or reset before

use, simplifications and economies can be made. Precision to better than

several seconds of arm is much harder to obtain since effeects such as thermal

expansion and dimensional stability become significant.

Before describing the various mirror mounts in detail it is appropriate

to consider the basic principles of kinematic design, as these are applied

wherever possible in this report.

2 KINMATIC DESIGN

2.1 Basic principles
1-6

Kinematic designs in general have been described b, many autnors , but

the more salient points are given below.

5A~ccording to the p.nciple3 of kinematic design , a body" must have at

least (6 - n) points in contact with a reference body if it is to have only n

degrees of freedom relative to the reference body. Fig.1(a) shows a spherical

bull held in a trihedral cavity by the force of gravity. Relative to the plate,

the centre of the ball is uniquely defined by the three contacts with the plate.

There remain three degrees of freedom of rotation for the ball about three

mutually perpendicular axes. These rotational decrees of freedom are shown

restrained by three mcre points of contact in Fig.1(b), by a ball touching

two sides of a slot and a ball resting on a plane.

FeLtures to note about this hole, slot, and plane mount are:

(a) For a given orientation the relative positions of the platform and

baseplate are uniquely defined.

(b) The platforu can be removed and rmplaced precisely in its original

position, limits to this precision being the base line length between the

supports, and wear or dirt on the contact points.



(o) The relative positions of the supports to each other are not critical.

(a) The direction of the *lot should ideally intersect the hole for

optim restraint, but in praotioe this is not importaut. Also the angle of

'he slot should be approximately 90 .

(s) Point contacts are used which give high local loads and thertfore

hard surfaces should be used; this is one of the few di3sadvantages Commor to

kinematic design.

(f) A ccnstraining force is necessary, in this case provided by gravity.

(g) The manufacturs of the mount does not require accurate machining of

components, but relies on good geometric forms, such a a sphere and a plane,

which can be made to near perfection.

The hole, slot, and plane method is commonly used in instruments such as

a speotrometer where sets of prisms are required to be precisely and readily

int erohangeable.

An alternative type of mount is shown in Fig.1(c) which also satisfies

the principles of kinematio design, complete restraint being given by six

points of contact. This triple slot method is frequently used for locating

surveying in3truments, e.g. theodolites and levels, for which the triple slot

has the significant advantage that instraments of different sizes can be mounted

on one base.

2.2 Manufacture cf holes

Various methods of manufooturing holes for kinematic designs are illustrated

in Fig.2.

The simplest and ost satisfactory metaod of proucing a trihedral hole

is to use a pyramidal punch as shown in Fig.2(a). Normally this method is con-

finod to the Use of a hardened steel punch and relatively soft alloys such as

brase and duralumin. For harder metals, milling methods can be used but the

muchining operations tend to be complicated. Spark machining and ultrasonic

drilling could also be used.

Ar. extremely good alternative is shown in Fig.2(b). Three steel balls of

diameter d are pressed into a cylindrical hole of diameter o 'ij tly less than D,

where D u d (i + sec 30O). A fourth ball will have a three point contact and +" 3

hard steel surfaces make this arrenger Ynt ideal for a heavily loadsA or much

mount. One disadvantage is that ther " poor later I c 3straint i.e. a smal-

sideways force will cause the fourth ball to slip out between two of the fixed



balls, but this may be avoided by using a fourth ball which is much smaller

than the other three.

7Another approach is given in Fig.2(c) which shows how a three sided

hollow with plane faces can be machined in the surface of a hard material by

making three cuts at 120 to one another with a 450 angular milling cutter or

grinding wheel.

Compromise methods are illustrated in Fie.3. In the first a small pilot

hole is drilled, and then suitably larger holes are also drilled at the corners

of an equilateral triangle so that the holes almost touch. A 90 countersunk

drill, centred on the pilot hole, is finally used to produce three narrow

sloping lards which are part of the surface of a cone. A. bail resting in this

hole has three line contacts which form part of a common circle. Although

this is not true kinematic desi6n the line contacts can be short, and this

arrangement is easy to manufacture. This technique may be used in reverse

i.e. with a conical hole and a spherical ended foot having three flats machined

on the surface to reduce the extpnt of the line contact.

A straightforward conical hole made with a countersunk drill is the

simplest method of all but unfortunately does not satisfy kinematic principles.

If the hole were perfectly circular and the ball perfectly spherical then a

circular line contact would be obtained, but a hair or piece of grit on this

line would transfor-. the situation to one analogous to a four legged stool on

an uneven surface. Furthermore, it is nearly impossible to produce circular

conical holes on conventional workshop machine . A drill or countersink drill

can be expected to produce errors of 5 x 10"3 inches in roundne-s, and by boring

using a lathe errors of 5 x 10 inches -an be expected . Conical holes 4re

often acceptable in simple design, but are shown to be unsatisfactory for the

precision mounts in Section 5.1.

2.3 Manufacture of slots and planes

Milling machines offer the simplest means of prodcing slots. Alterna-

tively a slot can be filed by hand into the head of a bolt, since it is

generally the surface finish and hardness of the slot which is more important

rather than overall form. For the plane surface it is &gain more important to

have a smooth hard surface than attempt perfect flatness or freedom from tilt.

As the quality of kinematic design is impx ived by using hard, unyielding contact

points, it is usual to employ hard steel or glass inserts for slot or plane

surfacos.

I
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A device for making angular adjustments, as in a mirror mount, can be

Aeveloped using kinematic principles by, for example, introducing one or more

Jorews into the system as in Pig.4(a). The sensitivity of this arrangement is

controlled by the length of the base line and the pitch of the screw, and the

precision is determined by the quality of the screw, hinge, rigidity, and

constructional materials.

The main screw errors are lnoseness and lack of straightness. A loose

screw in the reference plate can give variable angular errors due to variation

of the base line which may occur under vibration or when the screw is touched.

If the screw is bent or if the contact point does net ie on the axis of the

sorew then periodio angular errors can result. Apart from the special type of

screw which is manufactured for use in diffraction grating ruling engines, a

micrometer head which conforms to British Standard 17)4 - 1951 probably

represents the most aocurate form of thread reaily available 8
* The accuracy

of flatness of the measuring face, squ&reness of the spindle, and pitch errors

are within 3 x 10 " inches (Table I). An add6d advantage to this precision is

the graduated scale which enables a mirror mount to be conveniently adjvsted

through a known angle or reset to a specific reading. Fig.4(b) shows two

methods of using micrometer heads. Unless extremely hard materials are used,

the first is often the best way of forming a point contact with a plane in

mirror mount design. The second is used if the micrometer needs to act into

a hole or slot. In this case, unless the micrometer spindle has a hemispherical

tip specially made (which can be done by the manufacturers at small extra cost),

a ball must be restrained about the spindle axis, anr the accuracy of this

assembly is governed by the precision of the collar.

The most common form of hinge in kinematic design oon.ists of point

contacts sliding over a sperical surface Us in Fig.4 a). lldarly the quality

of the hinge is controlled by the surface finish of the contact surfaces and

the uniformityof the spherical component. Steel balls as used in rolling

bearings provide the best possible form of hinge: they are spherical to at

least . x 10 "5 inches 9 , hard, highly polished, and inexponsive.

Lack of rifidity is unlikely to he a source of error as other demands,

such as machinability, req.jiramnts for tapped holes, etc., ensuIe adequate

thiciness of components. However, the rigidity must be sufficicnt so that the

constraining spring does not produce any appreciable bonding of components over



the woiking angular range. The choice of materials and effects such as

dimensional changes with time (ageing) are discussed in Section 5.5.

4 SIMPLE MIRROR MOUNT DESIG.S

Two simple general purpose mounts are shown in Fig.5. Both designs use

the hole, slot and plane method with the common, or corner, hinge point acting

in a trihedral hole, and one of the adjusting screws acting in a slot. Note

that the adjusting screws are positioned so that the hinge lines intersect one

another at right angles enabling orthogonal adJustments to be made - a practical

and psychological advantage.

In Fig.5(a) the hinge lines intersect at the centre of the mount: this

may be desirable in a focussed system whert; %n angular adjustment would not

necessarily lead to an accompanying linear displacement, as would always occur

in the design in Fig.5(b).

Generally, however, it is more useful to move the contact points to give

as large a base line as convenient (Fig.5(b)) thus obtaining improved sensitivicy

and also permitting transmission through the centre of the mount. The mount in

Fig.5(b), which rests on a kinematically designed base, has been designed by

colleagues and has found many applications in general optics and spectroscopy

in this laboratory. The sensitivity of this system with a ij inch base line

and a 40 T.?.I. screw is approximately I degree per revolution of the screw.

Generally, the designs discussed in this report have the hole, slot, ar

plane lying in one plane, but Fig.6 shows a special variazit of this layout.

This mount was constructed for use in a laser Q-switch and illustrates how

kinematic principles can be applied to a more unusual situation.

.5 PRECISION MIRROR WY7.1 DE&IGNS

5.1 Double hinge systems

As pointed out in Section 3, the precision ari sensitivity of a mirror

mount depends mainly on the design of the adjusting screw and hinge points,

and on the length of the base line. For these reasons all of the following

mounts are larger than those discussed earlier and use micrometer screws where

possible.

Fig.7 shows an interesting design due to Wi. T. Nichols, Weapons

Department, where two kinem, tic systems are placed one on top of the o ier

enabling orthoronal adjustmunts to be made in two completely independent planes.

Cast iron is used to give good dimensional stability, but owing to the hardness
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of the material trhedral holes cannot be readily used and the steel hinge balls

rest iu conloal holes. The sensitivity of this design with a 3.375 inch base

line and a 60 T.P.I. screw is about 17' per turn of the sc;'aw and is claimed

to be very stable.

A development of this design by the author is shown in Fig.8 which has

several small but important differences. The shape has been simpltfied to

re&oe machining operations, an aluminium 0loy is used which again simplLfies

mahining aid allows trihedral holes to be pressed into the surf a and micro-

meter heeds are used for the adjustment screws. The micrometer graduations
allow the mount to be adjsted and returned to a previous setting, and in

a Jition, the lemfth of the base line of the hirge can oe made so that the

miorometer graduations corresAond conveniently to minutes or multiples of

minutes of amc movement. Table 2 lists some useful sets of these multiples

and their related base lines.

Using the design shown in Fig.8 some experiments were earried out with

an autocollaator to check the precision of the mount with different types of

holes for the hinge balls. Two mounts, both usirg conical holes, were found

to be unsatisfactory i.e. the reflected image described a hysteresis loop when

the miorometers were rocated to and fro, giving errors of %bout one minute of

eae. The multi-ball hinge (Fig.2(b)) wor.,ud well but owing to the poor lateral

constraint (f this system (Section 2.2), the hinge ball cou.d become unseated

if a heavy load was placud on the front plate. The trihedrai ,And "clover leaf"

holes (Fig.2(a) and Fig.3) were satisfactory and the simplest to manufacture.

Using trihedral holcs and a base line givin W per turn (metric micrometer

head) the mount setting was3 reprcdclblc to withi 6 s ,ccords of arc regar'1les

of the directions of rotation of the micrometer heads: thi. corrUAsrnIs to

the aocuracy witi which th3 micrometer graduations coulu b t convenitntly real.

Another version of the double hinge mount is shown in Fig.9 (G. Newall,

University of Southampton). At the expense of sensitivity the hinge lines have

been moved to intersect at the centre of tho mount, and as mentionedi ea-li..r

(Section 4) this is an advantage if linear motions in a focussed system must be

eliminated. But of particular interest is the method ci' constraint. The main

constraining forces for each plane are supplied by two springs acting on the hinge

line, where in this position the tension remains nearly constant regardless of

the aagular settings, and constraint against the micrometer is by a light

compression spring enabling the micrometer to have a light "feel".
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5.2 Corner hinge systems

Fig.10 shows a precision correr hinge design using micrometers. One

micrometer acts into a slot with a ball atta hed to the spindle as in Fi 6 .4(b),

with the other acting onto a recessed bail.

Errors in this mount could arise from the ball-ended micrometer if the

ball did not rotate accurately about the spindle axis. Any such eccentricity

couild produce errors in two planes - the plane controlled by the ball-ended

micrometer, and more seriously, in the plane controlled by the other micrometer.

- The former errors appear as periolic angular error.. Aue to periodic changes in

base line length along the axis of the slot, nni the latter as oscillations due

to the recessed ball sliding across the measuring face of the seonnd micromcter

The errors will be minimum when the reference plnte and adjustable plate are

parallel, and maximum at an extreme setting of the ball-ended micrometer.

However, calculations show that with the ball mounted to within ±2 x 103 inch

of the spindle axis, these errors are negligible.

Because of the simplicity of this design, it is gcnrally to be p;teferrod

to the double hinge systems, which offer no special advantages in comparison,

with the possible exception of the Newal. design (Fig.0' which permits axial

transmission of an optical beam and where the hinge hines intersect at the

centre of the mount. The double hinge system would be theoretically bettLr

for higher praziscm work because of th.. complete independence of the adjustole

plaZes.

5 .3 Lackng dovlcCa

If a mount is to '.e useu in a vibrating environment tha constraining

forces mast be sufficient to provert the contacts between the referonce and

adjustable plates from becoming separatd. Any ittormittont separation would

aocelerate wear, permit the introduction of dirt, and the adjustment screws may

rotate. The screwa are in fnc.t the only items in kinematic design which can be

locked; any constraint other than a strong spr.ig between the referenoe and

adjustable plates will violate the principles of kinecatic design.

If it is required to lock screws this should be done with a threaded

collet or similar clamp as in iig.7, which is more sat .sfactory than lock-nuts

or grub screws. Micrometer heads cannot be locked but the micrometer main nut

can be tightenea to stiffen the rotation of the spindle. Howover, this

introduces the disadvantafe that the spinile tends to rotate jerkily and we.r

is increased.
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In general, a well designed mount with adequate constraining forces

should not require any form of looking.

5.4* Temperature effects

The linear expansion coefficients of steel, stainless steel, cast iron,

brass, and aluminium alloys lie in the range 10 - 20 x 10 - 6 per °C, steel and

Cast iron representing the lower values and brass, otainless steel and

aluminium alloys repre3enting the higher values. The errors that could be

produced in the li&.c alloy doub.e-hinge design (Fig.8) were computed assuming

temperature difterentials of lO°C between various components of the mount and

in no case were the errors more than 3 seconds of arc. Temperature eff'ects

therefore, eor the mounts described here, in normal room temperature conditions,

may be taken as unimportant.

5.5 Choice of materials

The main factors influuncing choice of constructional materials for

mirror mounts are ease of machining, cost, thermal properties (although

generally unimportant - Section 5.4), and dimensional stability. For base of

machining, brass and aluminium alloys are obvious choices and they are also

sufflcie.-Iy malleable to permit thq presir3 of trthedral holes without the

use of a powerful press. Cost of materials generally, with the possible

eyception of stainless steeLs, is not usually a significant factor in relation

to the total cost of a scientific instrument, but it is worth noting that mild.

steal and cast iror are cheaper than brass and aluminium alloys.

A possible source or error in a mirror mount, especially if it is to

remain aligned for a period of weeks or months, is the dimensional instability

of the components. Dizensional changes are due to (a) decoposition of an

unstable or met.ttable phase in a metal or alloy, and (b) the relaxation of

residual stressas present in the material as tie result of prior machining.

In steel, phase changes in the crystal structure can occur over periods of

months or years at room temperature and can affect dimensions by 0.001 inch per

inch in extreme cases, but normally the changes are of the order of tens of
i0,11,12

micro-inche3 per inch '  . To eliminate or minimise these defects careful

heat treatment must be applied. In aluminium alloys, which are precipitation

hardened, the prec) rtation processes can continue at room temperature, causing

dimensional and hardness changes. Very little comparative data is availanle,

but experience at the Royal Aircraft Lstablishment awng metallurgists and

gyr%,scope specialist3 indicates that dimensional stability increases in the

foll-wlng order. aluminium alloys, brass, carefully aged cast iron, and



correctly heat treated and stress relieved mild steel and tool steel. for

general purposes dimensior.l instability is unlikely to be significmt;

however, for a mount which is required to be precise to better than several

seconds of arc and which must remain at a fixed setting for say, several months,

dimensional qualities should be borne in mind# Micrometer heads, which can be

a vital part of a mirror mount, are not likely to be a source of error. The

type manufactured to B.S. 173X : 1951 is mads' from a IX carbon steel which is

carefully aged to a stable condition.

5.6 Overall design

When using a precision mirror mount, attention must also be given to the

method of installing it into the optical system being used, and into the

apparatus generally. A convincing demonstration of the type of problem that

might be encountered was shown by the relative ease with which a standard 2

metre commercial optical bench could be bent. With the bench supported at its

J and J length points the weight of one 60 cm x 60 cm saddle stand (weight - I lb)

at either the centre or the ends of the oench was sufficient to cause a bending

of several seconds of arc.

The method of attaching mirror mounts on a single stem as shown in

Figs.6-9 is not ideal. For example, to touch one of the micrometers produces

bending of the stem, reliance being placed on good elasticity to return the

mount to its original position. Althoigh the single stem is satisfactory for

the degree of precision consLdered here (up to several seconds of aro), any

improvement would necessitate placing the mirior muit, piefez'ably using

kinematic principles, on a sturdy base, similar to the method used in Fig.5(b).

6 NON-KINEXATIC DESIGNS

In all the designs reviewed the hinge consists of point contacts sliding

over a spherical surface. An alternative to this is to use a flexible metal

pillar, plate, or spring strip atLached rigidly to both reference and adjustable

platform. This is a departure from kinematic practice but the main criticism

of such a hinge is that forces in the hinge tend to be high i.e. a significant

fraction of the yield stre.s of the metal, and permanent strains and creep

could effect the overall stability. A flexible hinge will sag depending on

the load, and for this reason a mirror mount with such hinges could have a

variable performance for heavy or light mirrors.

Good mirror mounts however, can be male using such hinges, as described

by Collins and Smith 13 . They used the double-hinge system with micrometer

heads and the two hinge lines each consisted of two flexible hinges. Each
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12

hinge was made from a solLd beryllium copper rod, diameter 8 mm, the centre

portion being out away on each side with a smooth radius to give a centre

thickness of 0.4 mm, most of the bending taking place across this central

portion. Springs were also used to provide constraint against the micrvoeter

measuring foaoP5.

7 cOCUJsIIMs

A oritical discussion Of several designs of mirror mount has been given,

accompanied by details of construatinn and performanct While it is clear

that one specific design of mirror mount will not be ideal for every application,

this report does lay the foundation far the good design of systems in general,

and for the extension to even more precise forms of mirror mount which are not

discussed here. For mounts capable of precision up to several seconds of arc

the following recommendatinns are made:

(i) For simplicity and ease of construction kinematic principles

should be strictly applied, preferably using a trihedral hole, a W00 slot, and

a plane - all with hard polished surfaces.

(ii) Micrometer heads should be used for the screw adjustment.

(iii) Sieel balls of the type used in rolling bearings, which are hard,

polished, and nearly perfectly spherical, offer the simplest form of hinge.

(iv) The corner hinge system is the simplest to use (Fig.10); the

double hinge metnod offers few advazitages.

(v) ?or ease of machining, light alloys or brass may be employed in

the main structure.

For a mount which is required to remain aligned for long periods,

e.g. months, or to have a precision of better than several seconds of arc, the

following recommendations, in addition to (i), (ii), and (iii) above, should

be noted.

(vi) Correctly heat treated and stress reliev6d Mild steel or tool

steel for the construction of the mount should be used to give minimum

dimensional instability and temperature effects.

(vii) Longer base lines, ari/o Type 2 or Type 3 micrometer heads with

larger diameter thimbles, should be used to give the necessary improvement in

sensit iv ity.

L _ ____
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(viii) Although the single stem method of mounting used generally in

this report io convenient and satisfactory, the stem should be made short or

eliminated for very precise work, and the mount carefully integrated with any

other appa'atus, preferably using kinematic techniques.

L --
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Table 1

Maximm persissible errors for micrometer heads

From B.S. 173 : 1951

For nomenclature see Fig.4(b)

Squarenes s Squarenes s
of of Maximum

Diaet er Platnese esri4fc measuring face erooftars

f of to aot of easuring
thimble measuring of spindle diameter of face at anydimaerofrae)h ank )(measured over sh overpositiondiaete o fae) (measured over

d i a m et r of a c e Jd am e t e r )f f e.ce )

Type 0.000 r5 in 0.000 05 in 0.000 3 in 0.000 1 in

i in (0.001 mm) (0.001 mm) (0.008 am) (0.003 ,.)

Type2 0.000 03 in 0.000 03 in 0.000 1iin 0.000 1 in*

i in-2 in (0.0008 M) (0.0008 M) (0.003 mm) (0.003 mm) I

Type 3 0.000 02 in 0.000 03 in 0.000 03 in 0.0001 in*
> 2 in (00005 m) (0.0008 mi) 0.0008 mam) ' (0.003 m)-$

*The periodic arror shall not exceed ±0.000 05 in (±0.001 am) for Type 2

miorometer heads and ±0.000 02 in (-0.0005 rm) foa Type 3 mic'ometer heads.
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Table 2

Base line lengths for convenient angula, equivalents

to micrometer head Rraduations

Metric micrometer heads (screw pitch 0.5 mm)

Minutes Division pe lne

per turn minute cU L inches

50 i.e. I dv/min 3.438 1.353

25 2 div/min 6.875 2.707

20 5 div/2 min 8.594 3.383

12.5 4 div/min 13.750 5.04

10 5 div/min 17.188 6.767

Inch micrometer heads (screw pitch 0.025 in)-I ...... II
50 i.e. g div/min 4.36 1.719

25 1 div/min 8.732 3.438
12.5 2 div/min 17-463 6.875

10 5 div/2 uin 21.829 8.594

'This column applies to Type I micrometer heads with

small thimble diameters.
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(a) BSALL IN TRIHEDRAL HOLE

900PSLOT

(b) HOLE, SLOT, AND PLANE MOUNTSIX POINTS OF CONTACT, ZERO DEGREES OF FREEDOM

(c) TRIPLE SLOT MOUNT

FIG.I MOUNTS USING KINEMATIC DESIGN



Fig.2 008- qO(bI8

MALLEABLE METAL
EG. BRASS,

ALUMINIUM ALLOY

(a) STEEL PUNCH FOR TRtIHEDRAL HOLES

d D=d (I + SEC 300)

() STEEL BALLS TIGHTLY FITTING IN COMMON HOLE

MACIH,'NED WITH
CUT 2 450 MILLING CUTTER

(C) CJT I
MACHINED TRIHEORAL HOLLOW

FIG.2 METHODS OF MANUFACTURING HOLES

FOR KINEMATIC DESIGN
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CENTRE REMOVED WITH 90 ° COUNTERSUNK
DRILL TO LEAVE THREE NARROW SLOPING LANDS

THREE FACES CUT TO
LEAVE NARROW CONTACTING

RIDGES

CONICAL HOLE

FIG. 3 METHODS OF MANUFACTURING

HOLES) COMPROMISE FORMS



I Fig-4 008- 900,20
SPRING

CONSTRAINING

LIN

HINGEj LINE

(a) SIMPLE ADJUSTABLE MOUNT

FTIGHTLY RECESSED STEEL BALL

MEASURIN~G FACE BARREL

SPINDLETHIMBLE

TIGHT PUSH I

(b) METHODS OF USING MICROMETER HEADS

F!'-,4 DEVELOPMENT OF ADJUSTABLE MOUNT
FROM HOLE, SLOT, AND PLANE METHOD



HINGE LINES OO-O~IFig, 5

HEMISPHERICALLY
TIPPD SCREWS
ACTING ONTO PLANE
AND INTO SLOT

STEEL BALL RESTING
IN TRIHEDRAL HOLE
IN EACH PLATE

(a)

HEMISPHERICALLY TIPPED
SCREW AS CORNIER HINGE(b

FIG. 5 SIMPLE MIRROR MOUNT DESIGNS
WITH CORNER~ HINGES



F~g.6 008-9006 22

PAIR OF
CONSTRAININGSPIG

BALINHL

,4EMMISPHERICALLY TIPPED

SCREW IN SLOT

FIG. 6 SPECIAL PURPOSE MOUNT USING
KINEMATIC PRINCIPLES
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3i IN.CAST IRON

60 TP1. THREAD

STEEL BALL___

AND SLOT

ELEVATION
HINGE LINE

AZIMUTH

HINGE LINE

FIG.7 A VERSION OF A DOUBLE HINGE MOUNT



IFi4 8 008' c?0o2~4

4 IN. LGTALLOY

RECESSFD STEEL
B3ALL

S TELRALL IN
TFAHEDALHOLES

BALL IN TRIHEDRAL
HOLE AND SLOT

F1G-8 A DOUBLE HINGE MOUNT USING
MICROMETERS



OOS-~~b~~Fi g.9

AZIMUTH HINGE LINE

STEEL BALL IN
TRIHEDRjAL HOLE

STEEL BALL IN
TRI1HEDRAL HOLES

COMPRESSION SPRING

FIG.9 ANOTHER VERSION OF THE DOUBLE

HINGE MOUNT



Fig.IO 008- 9OO62r

RECESSED STEEL BALLLIHALO

I STEEL BALL I N
TRIHEDRAL HOLES

BALL ENDED SPINDLE
IN SLOT

FIG. 10 PRECISION CORNER HINGE DESIGN


